Lens on
Television

Age

Topic

3-11

LIGHT

10 MIN

Skills used

MAKING

OBSERVATION, CURIOSITY

Overview for adults
This activity investigates how our eyes and cameras work, using a magnifying glass
(lens) to turn a picture upside down and show it on a piece of paper. It will work if
you point it at anything bright, not just a TV.

Light travels in straight lines into the lens. As it passes
through the lens, the direction of the light flips. Top becomes bottom, and bottom becomes top.

What’s the
science?
Eye

This even happens in our eyes. Our eyes ‘see’ upside down
and then our brains turn the image the right way up for us to
see.
Over 1000 years ago, Ibn al-Haytham discovered this using a
camera obscura - basically a small hole in a dark room. But it
led to building the cameras we use every day.

Science in
your world

A camera works in exactly the same way. Light travels in
straight lines into the lens , then hits the sensor. The sensor
records the light into a single picture, but upside down. The
electronics inside the camera turn it the right way up for us
to see our photograph.
Cameras are pretty much everywhere now: in your phone,
tablet, pc or laptop. And they all work in this same way.

Museum
Links

You can find out more about cameras and the invention of
photography in Bradford’s Kodak Gallery on the lower
ground floor.
And there’s more to see and do to explore light in our
Wonderlab on level 3.

Did you
Know?

Shutters in a camera (the clicking noise) were discovered
when a rich horse owner wanted to find out whether all the
hooves of a horse leave the ground at the same time when it
gallops.
This was the first time anyone could take an instant picture
like we do today. As it happens - they do!

It’s science that lets
you watch TV!

You will need…

... and something good
to watch on a TV
Top Tip: Try changing the distance from your TV set to get the right focus.
Don’t trip over the couch while looking at the paper, that would be a
bad idea.

Think and talk about...

Investigate...

• The image is upside down?

• How big could you make it before you
couldn’t tell what it was anymore?

• The paper is like your retina.
The magnifying glass is like your lens.
• What else makes up your eye?

• How far from the screen did you have to
stand?

Follow these steps...

1

Turn your TV to your favourite show.
Stand back from your TV.

2

Holding the lens in one hand and the
paper in the other, look through the
lens at your TV set.

3
With the glass pointing at your TV,
hold the paper about 6 inches from
the lens.
Both the lens and the paper should

4
Move forwards and backwards until
the image is in focus on the paper.
Then sit back and enjoy - but it might
be upside down.

Science in your world
Both the human eye, and an SLR camera have lenses
in them that work in a similar way to this experiment.
Cameras are pretty much everywhere now: in your
phone, tablet, pc or laptop. And they often work in
this same way.

